
DATA VISUALIZATION: PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE, 2nd EDITION

Projects for

Chapter 3: Data Representation

1 PROJECT 1

Design and implement a program which, given a 2D shape of genus 0, represented as a closed
polyline with no self-intersections, produces a structured triangle-grid that covers the inside
of the polyline. If possible, take care that the sizes of the produced triangles do not differ too
much from each other.

Hints: A possible solution to this problem is as follows

• Compute the rectangular, or square, bounding box of the given shape.

• Construct a structured grid that covers the bounding box;

• Smoothly deform the above grid until the grid’s boundary-points converge to the given
polyline; during this process, the grid’s interior points will move inside the polyline.

2 PROJECT 2

Consider a two-variable function f : R× R → R, such as the Gaussian function f (x, y) =
e−(x2+y2) discussed in Chapter 3. Implement a program that displays the graph, or plot, of this
function, similar to the one shown in Figure 2.5. For this, use an uniform grid with quad cells
and bilinear interpolation functions, sampling the function’s definition domain on a grid of
N ×N points, where N is e.g. 100. Next, modify your program to display higher-order deriva-

tives ∂n f
∂xn of the function f , where n is a user-supplied integer parameter. For this, consider

the following two methods:
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• Compute the derivative analytically, and use your original program, by simply replac-

ing f with ∂n f
∂xn .

• Compute the derivative numerically, by using the mathematics described in Section
3.7.

Compare the two solutions outlined above, by displaying them side-by-side. Can you see any
differences? If so, explain them.

3 PROJECT 3

Consider a two-variable function f : R×R→ R, such as the radial function f (x, y) = 1
x2+y2

depicted in Figure 2.3. Construct the plot of this function using the gridless Shepard interpo-
lation described in Section 3.9.2. For this, proceed as follows:

• Decide which is the (rectangular) domain D of the variables x and y ;

• Create a number N of randomly-placed sample points (x, y) in D ;

• Create an uniform grid G of M ×M sample points that covers D ;

• Evaluate f over the sample points of G using Shepard interpolation (Equation 3.48);

• Display the plot of f (interpolated as described above) using e.g. a height plot.

Compare the plot of the gridless interpolation with the plot constructed using the standard
bilinear interpolation of the sample points of G , for different values of N , M , andλ (see Equa-
tion 3.48). For which parameter values do the two plots look similar?

4 PROJECT 4

Consider a 2D color image, such as a photograph taken by a digital camera. This image can
be represented by a function f : R×R→ R3, sampled on an uniform M ×N (pixel) grid. We
would like to resample this dataset as an unstructured point-set of P points pi ,1≤i≤P ∈ R2,
where each point samples the value f (p). Implement a program that displays the image re-
constructed from this point set, using Shepard interpolation (see Project 3). The program
should receive the number P of sample points as input parameter. Here, you should assume
that P is much smaller than M × N . Next, the program should implement a heuristics to
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place these P sample points on the image domain so that the reconstructed image is as close
as possible to the original image.

Hints:

• Key to the solution is the judicious placement of the sample points. Consider placing
more sample points in areas where the image f varies quicker, and less points where f
varies slower.

• The decay rate of the radial basis functions (parameter λ in Equation 3.48) can be set as
a function of the local density of the sampling points: High-density regions should use
low λ values, so that high-frequency signal variations can be captured. Low-density
regions should use higher λ values, so that we are sure that any domain point is influ-
enced by a sample point.

End of Projects for
Chapter 3: Data Representation
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